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Today, the media play a central role in American politics
The media sets the agenda as to what American’s think about and
discuss
The media often sway opinions on political issues and candidates
through framing and priming
For example, during presidential primary elections, the media often
sets expectations and signals which candidates are “true contenders.”
This creates momentum for said candidates.
Today, three main sources of media: Broadcast (tv & radio), print,
and internet media
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Broadcast media: Television reaches nearly all households. Tens of
millions of Americans watch the news daily
Most tv news covers few topics and provides little depth of coverage
But serves important function of alerting viewers to issues and events
Except for Public Broadcasting System (PBS) it provides little more
than a series of “sound bites”
Debate
SNL
24 hour cable services offer more detail and commentary than network
news, but still they offer more headlines than in-depth analysis
Radio news is essentially the same but with no pictures. The rise of
conservative talk media, however, has made much radio very
opinionated
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Newspapers were once the main news source among the general
public, but this is no longer the case
However, newspapers still important/relevant, especially among
political elite. New York Times, Washington Post, and Los Angeles
Times three of the most influential newspapers
But competition from broadcast media and internet media have really
hurt print media
Most newspapers now have significant online presence
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Citizen Journalism: New sources of information, much more diverse
than traditional media (which was more professional but less diverse);
CJ includes bloggers and concerned citizens. Less professional but
more broad and diverse
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Nonprofit Journalism: POlitical information emanating from
universities, think tanks, nonprofit organizations, and private
foundations
Brookings Institution, Cato Institute, Hoover Institution, Heritage
Foundation, Center for American Progress

Social Media: Nearly half of U.S. population are registered Facebook
users (circa 150 million)
Important for sharing articles, political mobilization...but you all
probably knew this
But social media and online sources may lead to more polarization,
lower tolerance for social and political diversity, and lower political
knowledge (for people who get most of their news from blogs). The
journalist norm of objectivity and investigative journalism may not be
present among social media outlets.
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U.S. has nearly 2,000 tv stations, 1,400 daily newspapers, and more
than 13K radio stations
More than 3/4 of the daily newspapers owned by large media
conglomerates such as the Hearst, McClatchy, or Gannett corporations
Much of national news published produced by one wire service, the
Associated Press (AP)
More than 500 of nation’s t stations affiliated with one of four
networks (ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX)
Just three national newspapers: Wall Street Journal, Christian
Science Monitor, USA Today, and two newspapers read daily by
political elite: New York Times, Washington Post
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Trend toward less variety hastened with relaxation of gov’t regulations
in the 1980s and 90s
1996 Telecommunications Act further consolidated media industry,
leading to mergers and consolidations
Example: Australian press baron Rupert Murdoch, News Corporation
Owns and developed Fox News, plus a host of radio, tv, and
newspapers around the world
In 2007, Murdoch gained control of Wall Street Journal.
Murdoch has had huge conservative impact on American politics
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Media Mogol: Rupert Murdoch
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Why did Trayvon Martin get so much attention, when that type of
thing is somewhat common?
Why is Boston Marathon bombing covered more than West, Texas
fertilizer plant explosion?
Why is Syria Civil War not covered as much as Libya Civil War?
Why did it take Occupy Wall Street a few weeks to get coverage?
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“issue” or a “problem”. Groups pressure media/politicians to make
their pet issues “issues/problems.”
However, media are mostly businesses (except public broadcasting),
thus, they are interested in covering stories that will get them lots of
viewers. Stories with high entertainment value (death, war, crime, sex,
race) most likely to spark interest (we humans are kind of sick, no?)
Selection Bias: Tendency to focus news coverage on only one aspect
of an event or issue, avoiding coverage of other aspects
In political campaigns, research shows that media focus mostly on
horse race (who is ahead/behind), and less on the issues
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Framing: the media’s ability to influence how the American people
interpret political events and results
Bush Administration did not want to show pictures of soldiers’ coffins
during the Iraq War
Few citizens read legislation, so when forming opinion about policies,
citizens turn to media imagery
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Napalm Attack, Vietnam War
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Saigon, 1968
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Priming: The process of preparing the public to take a particular view
of an event or political actor
E.G.: Media praised GW Bush’s speeches on/after Sept. 11, priming
the public to have very positive views of Bush’s later politics on
terrorism
Media have great influence over whether certain candidates are to be
taken seriously. Dennis Kucinich (too liberal); Herman Cain (too
ridiculous)
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